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Green: French Reaction to Shakespeare

french reaction to shakespeare
JOHN A GREEN

it

is known that before and after shakespeare s death in

1616 troupes of english actors often performed in sweden
denmark the netherlands germany austria and even
latvia in germany and austria particularly where extensive
research has been conducted the bulk of the repertories
reper tories was
shakespearean in france however investigation of early sev
enteenth century material published or otherwise has yet to
bring to light any mention of shakespeare whatsoever the only
document of that time containing even the slightest allusion
to what may possibly have been a performance of one of
shakespeare s plays is the journal of the first physician to
the dauphin at the court of
ot henri IV of france the doctor
recorded that in september 1604 an english company of
actors appeared at the fontainebleau palace to amuse the
dauphin then only three years of age for two weeks afterward the young prince insisted on strutting around the palace
dressed like the english comedians and saying tiph
eiph toph
milord some have speculated since the publication of the
journal in 1868 that the child was playing falstaff saying
tap for tap my lord in shakespeare s henry IV act 2
scene 1 whatever the play was the actors never finished the
record indicates that their performance broke up when the
dauphin ordered one of the troupe beheaded
if shakespeare was the author of the play performed in part
before the young prince none of the audience would have
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barly the footnotes added for this publicalarly
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tion are intended essentially for the nonspecialist in most cases therefore
I1 have avoided referring to primary sources which for this study too often
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cared writers received little credit for their work at that time
indeed it was not until 1625 that notices began to carry the
name of the playwright 1 and as far as shakespeare is concerned no frenchman between 1604 and 16821
1682 is known to
have made any reference to him or to any of his plays writes
cannaday nor is there any concrete evidence of performances
of his plays or those of any other english playwrights by
actors of any nationality in france nothing significant happened in 1682 either except that a nobleman who knew no
comedies
english mentioned a Co
com6die
comedie
medie
medle de henri VIII in a letter
three years
vears later a relatively obscure author dropped the name
of shakespeare and twelve other english writers in two sentences on english poets
the general attitude of the french toward the english is
probably summed up in a letter written about that time at
least during the reign of charles 11
II of england the french
ambassador at that court in answer to a request from louis
XIV for the names of the most illustrious men in english letters began
it seems that the arts and sciences sometimes
go and honor another
abandon one country to go
now in the
0
sciences harvey as early as 1628 had discovered and published a treatise on the circulation of the blood one of the
greatest discoveries of medical science it was rejected in
circulateur
france however a priori partly because the word cllculateur
ur
circulate
even before 1628 had become synonymous with quack and
partly because france in the seventeenth century wanted to
influence more than to be influenced presently to return
to the ambassador s letter they the arts and sciences have
passed into france and if any vestiges remain here it is only
through the reputation of bacon moms
mortis thomas more
bunchanan
Bun
canan sic and more recently of one miltonius
buncanan
Mil tonius john
milton who has made himself more infamous through his
executioners
ers and assassins of
dangerous writings than the execution
their king
of all the countries of europe france knew less about
england in the seventeenth century and preferred it that way
than of any other major power england had been the enemy
during
longbowmen had
durina the hundred years war her longbowmen
decimated the french nobility at the battle of agincourt
dagincourt
Agin court her
ed
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arc her king had separated

protestants against
her from the church she had supported the theprotestants
cardinal richelieu and finally in 1649 as the ambassador referred to in his letter she had rebelled against
the young
b
charles 1I and beheaded him behind this general prejudice and
ignorance however lie other facts that help to explain why
shakespeare remained unknown in france throughout the
seventeenth century
the development of the french theater for example begins
to differ markedly during the renaissance from that of the
english it had begun in both countries in the church then
moved to the public square as the comic element the crude
and the grotesque were introduced into the drama both
countries eventually reacted against the excesses but not at
the same time nor with the same intensity the resistance in
france was sudden and forcible sixteen years before shakespeare was born in england it began to develop about the
time shakespeare embarked on his career but remained as
an undercurrent until the puritans came to power toward the
middle of the seventeenth century
the french parliament pronounced against the coarse
humor and grotesque scenes of the renaissance mystery plays
in 1548 by decreeing the suppression of religious drama during the next hundred years french critics and writers succeeded
in eliminating other excesses consider for example the stage
setting for a typical religious drama taken from a manuscript
of 1547 only a year before parliament s restraining order the
audience had at once a view stretching from hell on the right
to paradise on the left with other mansions representing the
cities of nazareth and jerusalem the palace the temple and
the sea with a boat on it in between 2 some plays called
for thirty and even forty mansions with this type of staging
the action is described as simultaneous rather than successive
making it possible for any number of mortals of all ages and
types to appear together with beings from the lower regions
and from the world above in dramas covering a decade a century or even as in the mystery of the old testament four
thousand years
the gradual elimination of these excesses of time place
and action began after 1548 as playwrights under constant
21
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ure from the critics worked toward establishing simplicity
press
pressure
and verisimilitude as guiding principles of an improved french
theater and of course refining the drama to exclude the
coarse and the grotesque involved purifying and simplifying
the language at the beginning of the sixteenth century translators had been hard put to find french equivalents for the
noble thoughts of the gatins
latins in less than a century writes
lanson invention and borrowing of words by all levels of
society had swelled the vocabulary to the bursting point spelling was chaotic and grammar hopelessly cluttered 3
greatest
orea test contributions toward refining the language of
the greatest
boreatest
the poet were made by malherbe about 1600 and by the literary salons after 1608 malherbe who established poetry not
prose as the preferred form of literary expression in france
for more than 200 years followed the critics and writers of his
time in that he strove for simplicity and the elimination of
affectation or artificiality of manners sentiments and style he
condemned the renaissance poets for having given free rein
to their imagination and emotions and for having expressed
personal sentiments in verse
by 1625 when notices began to carry the name of the
to
attract people of
playwright french theater had begun
beaun
baaun
b
quality including ladies 4 no play of lasting merit had yet
1656 but in that year corbeen written and was not until 1636
neille s le cid gave modern french drama its first masterand determined the form of french classical tragedy
piece
which racine and his generation were to carry to perfection
that is le cid established most of the guiding principles at
least for the theater that critics playwrights and poets had
begun to define in france sixteen years before shakespeare s
birth after le cid the principles would stand unchallenged
for another century and a half until hugo and the romantics
like the middle age and renaissance playwrights before them
imagined a drama that again emphasized scenic art and an
unrestricted vocabulary and embraced everything including
the infinite
si&cle
hzsfozre
toire de la littera
sincle in His
histoire
xvie siecle
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ap 351356
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by the middle of the seventeenth century simplicity re
finement and purity in french drama had developed from a
matter of educated artistic taste to a case of necessity special
seats located right on the stage but at each side gave the
nobility an opportunity to display their fine manners and
clothes to the rest of the audience and in a poor performance
or play to trip the actors or interfere with the dialogue
france adhered to this extravagant custom which charles 11
II
took back with him to england when he came to power until
the middle of the eighteenth century until then playwrights
helped to solve the problem by reducing the number of characters and their movements to an absolute minimum and by
continuing to refine the langu
and the subject matter to the
aae
language
languaae
C
C
point that the distinguished stage audience felt more inclined
to listen than to participate
just as harvey s discovery then in 1628 could not penetrate into france because of the peculiar situation existing in the
french medical profession so the unique position of french
theater and french society in general posed a formidable barrier
in the seventeenth century to any extension of shakespeare s
genius or influence across the channel of course the french
medical profession eventually had to recognize the truth of
harvey s discovery and shakespeare did not remain unknown
in france during the eighteenth century
toward the end of louis XIV s reign the state hovered
on the brink of financial ruin faith in the church was wavering and a quarrel had broken out as to which writers were
superior the ancients or the moderns the greatest classicist
writers modestly supported the ancients but in a losing cause
that stretched out over forty years the moderns won and those
they defended the most illustrious moderns among them were
caught as the church had been caught in its handling of
galileo and the copernican theory preaching false doctrine
immediately some thought of other comparisons to be made
while the long quarrel had raged changing conditions in
france had opened up all sorts of cultural and other exchanges
with england for example a translation of addison s spectator appeared in 1714 the first vehicle of shakespearean influence in france the abbe prevost returning home after
theatre
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several years in england published a newspaper every monday from 1733 to 1740 with the avowed purpose of spreading
knowledge of english literature voltaire while reflecting the
prejudices of words bolingbroke and chesterfield whose pronoun cements against shakespeare are known to have exceeded
nouncements
a mere tiph
eiph toph unintentionally aroused the interest of all
france in english literature generally and in shakespeare
particularly and in 1746 la place published an eight volume
edition of shakespeare s works it attempted to do justice both
to shakespeare and to french classicism to the latter by
omitting
omittin 9 or giving
omitting
iving short synopses of monstrous or objectio nable scenes and by rendering the rest into alexandrine
tionable
verse or prose france read this first translation with enthusiasm
thusia sm
in 1760 then following the quarrel of the ancients and
the moderns which racine and corneille had lost
while
encyclopedtque
winning an anonymous writer for the journal encyclopdique
measured the best writers of france against those of england
corneille vs shakespeare and racine vs otway france had
known less about england in the time of corneille and racine
than about any other country in europe but less than half a
century after the death of louis XIV she was obsessed with
anglomania and the two english writers were compared
favorably with corneille and racine voltaire who could not
admit the inferiority of the french classicists without admitting
his own published in pamphlet form an appeal to all the
nations of europe calling on all who could read from st
inlet othello
hamlet
petersburg to naples to examine with him Ha
and otway s the orphan to compare them with selected plays
of the french writers and then to decide which country had
the superior theater
but voltaire could not stem the tide in 1769 hamlet was
duels
dueis who literally woradapted for the french stage by ducis
shiped shakespeare since he knew no english however he
was obliged to use and trust the la place translation consi
sidering the changes he made to reconstruct the whole play in
accordance with the conventions of french tragedy he did not
even need la place A list of names of the principal characters
would have sufficed because laertes was eliminated along
guildenstein
Guilden stern fortinbras
with rosencrantz and guildenstern
Fortin bras the ambassadors to norway the strolling players and the monstrous
17
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diggers those left spoke alexandrine verse and the
gravediggers
grave
denouement was brought about without violence to the unities
dueis recast ophelia as strong minded fearless and aggresduels
ducis
sive she loses her father but not her mind As for the queen
she has but one thought to make up for her crime she was
an embodiment says bailey of remorse and retribution
certain to please an audience who expected tragedy to uphold
virtue and draw a moral lesson diderot
didelot suggested that ducis
should quit playwriting and turn to copying letters or composing official dispatches but audiences applauded wildly
while ladies no doubt with great propriety swooned it
does not matter whether this polite society was applauding
shakespeare or racine and corneille in disguise they thought
they were expressing approval of the englishman
in 1776 the first of letourneur s twenty volume prose translation of shakespeare s works appeared containing a list of
over 800 subscribers for more than 1200 copies it was a singularly impressive list headed by the king and queen of
france the king of england and the empress of all the
sias it has been judged a good translation but the prefaces
Rus
dussias
russias
discourse
discours
scours ran a sort of quarrel of the ancients
and preliminary di
and moderns in reverse this time corneille moliere and
tu ry writers
century
eighteen th cen
racine became the ancients and the eighteenth
the moderns while the three ancients were lauded for their
efforts nothing at all was said about voltaire or any of his
contemporaries
voltaire an old man responded vigorously with a long
letter to the academy which he hoped would be read in
public session to serve as a lesson to the court and as a joint
reminder to the academicians
ians of the horrors of shakespearean
Academic
tragedy and the elegance of the french dalembert did read
a modified version of the letter to a closed session of the
academy but eventually had to inform voltaire that it was
futile to attempt to get official sanction for his own views
two years later in 1778 voltaire died and the man elected
francois ducis
to replace him in the academy was jean franois
at the end of the eighteenth century a revolutionary
france to use danton s words flung at the feet of europe s
kings the head of a king 177 the romantics soon believed that
11

tae age of napoleon new york amerithe
quoted in the horizon book of lae
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they had sent the heads of corneille and racine rolling after
it but at the beginning of the century while madame de stael
staa
pleaded eloquently with french writers to begin to seek inspiration from germany and england and while ducis success
cessfully
fully staged an adaptation of othello which eliminated
iago and reworked hamlet chateaubriand
lago
Chateau briand one of the foremost precursors of romanticism spoke out sharply against
the growing shakespeare cult
A people that has always been more or less barbarous
in the arts may continue to admire barbarous works and
this is of no great importance but 1I do not know how far
a nation that has masterpieces in all genres can risk its
morals it is in this that the leaning toward shakespeare is
much more dangerous in france than in england in the
english it is simply ignorance in us it is depravity
bad
taste and vice almost always go together the first is nothing
but the expression of the second as speech is of thought

As late as 1836 chateaubriand
Chateau briand dismissed hamlet with one
word bedlam but his opinions had no more effect than
those of voltaire before him the french had not seen the
true shakespeare once on the stage but they thought they had
and nothing could oppose their imagination even those who
had read letourneur s translation understood very little except
that shakespeare was as free of the rules and the unities and
all the rest as the french revolutionaries had made themselves
in 1789
in 1821 another good prose translation appeared this
time by guizot the reception at first was a little cold because england s part in the defeat and exile of napoleon
was still fresh in the public mind but before long it was selling well enough to justify a revised edition in 1860 which
was still being reprinted in 1938
during the 1820 s two troupes of english actors performed
shakespeare in paris the first in 1822 fared little better than
the earlier troupe which had appeared before the dauphin in
1604 on opening night a whole act of othello had to be
omitted and two nights later the troupe was so pelted
belted with
apples and epithets that A school for scandal never got beyond
the first scene it was the poor acting however not shakespeare that aroused the audience
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appearance one last famous
comparison was made between racine and shakespeare
Stend hal thought racine a great writer for the court of louis
utendhal
stendhal
XIV but reminded his contemporaries that the whole of the
ancien jerime
regime had been swept away and that any modern
imitation of him was simply out of place with nineteenth
century audiences shakespeare not bound by the unities or
by slavery to alexandrine rhyme offered a better model for
Stend hal asutendhal
a year or two with the support of lamartine stendhal
sumed the role of a leader among the younger writers he was
fifteen or twenty years older than most of them however
and by 1827 they had grouped under hugo in that year when
hugo wrote his first play cromwell centering about the man
responsible for beheading charles 1I but so vast in its scope
Stend hal was a loner and the preface
it could not be staged stendhal
utendhal
to cromwell served as a manifesto of the romantic school
Stend hal at the head
utendhal
with hugo not stendhal
in the same year 1827 the second troupe of english
actors this one talented arrived in paris the effect they
had on the audience may be judged from the reaction of but
one young romantic alexandre dumas
s

they announced hamlet I1 was familiar only with ducis

1I also saw romeo
version 1I went to see shakespeare s
shylock william tell and othello 1I read 1I devoured
everything in their repertory and 1I recognized that in the
world of the theater everything emanated from shakespeare
just as in the world of reality everything emanates from the
sun that no one could compare with him for he was as
dramatic as corneille as comic as moliere as original as
calderon as much a thinker as goethe and as passionate
as schiller 1I realized that his works alone contained as
many types and personalities as the works of all others combined 1I recognized lastly that he was the man next to god
who had created the most 8

Stendhal s essay on
utendhal
it was probably after the publication of stendhal
racine and shakespeare or after the 1827 performances that
appeared in paris it shows the
wion
the cartoon racine s wig
wior
younger generation grouped under the banner long live
shakespeare
setting fire to the wig while the classicists
froin 1800 to 1830 chief
quoted by elliott M grant in the theater from
french plays of the nineteenth century new york harper and row 1934
p
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flourishing their own banner long live the three unities are
trying to extinguish the flames
even though romanticism began to wane after 1844
shakespeare remained popular dumas for example established the theatre historique
Historique in 1847 for the express purpose
of presenting shakespeare in french what he did with the
bard however indicates how shallow his understanding really
was or how little theater audiences had changed in spite of
romanticism for hamlet he used a new translation by
meurice but it was all in alexandrine verse and dumas personally arranged the scenario omitted a few scenes altered
passages as he saw fit and followed ducis in devising a
denouement calculated to suit french taste better than the
original would have done in answer to dumas the comedies
com9die
comedie
Fran
francaise
franfaise
franazse
false revived the ducis version and continued to play it
faise
until 1852
in 1864 hugo to promote his son s new eighteen volume
translation of the complete works rated shakespeare as highly
as dumas had after the visiting english troupe s successful
performances in 1827 meanwhile actors and poets had become obsessed with hamlet suffering with him on stage and
off this particular mania lasted until the turn of the century
and although in some individuals the madness had little or
nothing to do with shakespeare still it sprang from a general
desire to penetrate and understand the english playwright
some of the foremost poets and writers were caught up in it
Mal larme laforgue villiers
mallarm6
mallarme
including baudelaire rimbaud mallaree
mai
morgas there were
de ilsie
lisle adam and paul bourget for jean moreas
only two subjects of conversation his own poems and hamlet10
hamler10
hamier
hamlet
against two translations of shakespeare s works in the
eighteenth century I1 count seven in the nineteenth and eventually in 1899 a french stage performance of hamlet followed shakespeare rather than ducis or dumas sarah bernhardt had commissioned marcel schwob to give her a new
accurate and faithful translation for the stage sarah had played
op
helia
heila some years before in a production that folded almost
hella
ophelia

this

cartoon is reproduced by gustave lanson and paul tuffrau
Tuf frau inn
manuel lllushe
alse boston heath 1953
aise
fllustr dhistoire de la Littera
calse
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litt&ature
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p
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as soon as it began when schwob completed his prose translation based on the oxford text sarah at the height of her
career used it to launch her own theater in 1899 this time
she played hamiet
Ha
nilet and with such success that she took the
hamlet
production to london the critics were far from kind but
undaunted she moved to strat
fo rd on avon for the shakestratford

speare festival here agree her many biographers her perfor mance was a sheer delight
formance
georges and ludmilla pitoeff
pitow
bitow used the schwob translation
to score a similar success before audiences all over france and
comedies fran
alse
aise procom6die
belgium in 1927 and 1928 and the comedie
francaise
duced it in paris from 1932 to 1934 11 andre gide a friend of
tatter
schwob s who never cared for the latter
latier
iatter s translation published one of his own in 1945 that has been played the
schwob translation has not been performed since although it
was republished twice in the 1950 s
there have been two more french translations of shakespeare s complete works in this century 1I believe the latest a
twelve volume bilingual edition by
beyris and evans around
bv leyris
1964 there are few educated people in france today who have
not heard of shakespeare whereas every semester I1 meet
american college students who have never heard of corneille
moliere or racine
french literary critics and historians would be willing 1I
believe to write in the name of shakespeare at the top of the
list of the world s greatest writers but between him and the
next english writer on that list I1 think they would be inclined
to propose the names of their three great classicists and probably those of hugo and one or two other later poets shakespeare is today played or translated with some regularity and
commendable fidelity in france about every decade but
racine corneille and moliere have come back into the picture
they are performed every year
genevieve delune librarian
information in a letter to the author from genevive
pri 18 1959
aise
alse A
Franaise
april
com6die fran
at the comedies
comedie
1
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